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The orientation of a twmnl eatromis with respeot to the btrot potint
of a bomb plays a major part in detxmnintr the s~jtrb.t of shook ropeaptea
throuat the twinel. Data from tUnels oriented fuse-en mea~ ide-o to a
blast wae" arecoompared to a shook tube -Jt.h an are& shanga at the d~aspha.

The saalo' permits data to be ft.!%polatsd to high shook strengths.
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LTMlODUCTION

This report is intended to aid the designers of protective construe-

ti.'n in theo r pureuit of information duling with the behavior of blast

waves in tunnels. The paper puw; forth an analo6y which will permit one to

predict reasonably will, the pressure which my be expected at certatn points

in a tunnel system. Specifis-alyp it deals with the maxim•m pressures that

are developed in tunnels, for two orlentation* - the face-on tunnel and the

tunnel orientated side-on to the blast wave. The analogy compares the

conditions at the tunnel 3ntranee with the oonditins aorses a pressure-

laden dUAphrap in a shock tube. Curves whiek relate the shook pressures to

the chamber pressures re- presented along with mon. data from tunnel. eeorl-

mante conducted &t XL. ]L data were obtained up to a ahook strength of

•, approximately 100 psi overpreseure when the atmospheric pressure to 1 .-T
psi, but the theorettcal curves are plotted to a shook strength or 50. it

ti felt that the manner in whion the data snort the analogy at the lower

end of the curve permit reasonable prediction of Dreecure beyond th. shook

strength tested.

This report deals with simulated large tuplosione wvere there to

virtually no decay durl:n. the shock formation time In the tunel. The :-enk

tube data presented were obtained with a stoep hook wave which simulated

this oaae. Peaked shook waves would yield data Vith pressure values less

than thoe# which are presented In this report.

CRMAAT!' N AND M UM W==M

The orientation of a tunnel entrance with respect to the burst point

of a bomb, plays a major part in the determination of the strength of t*he

shook wave that is -ropagaeed through the tunel. Further; the goometry of

t% eam in the -. Lonity of the entrance influe ses the shook in the tunrzl.

For instance# for the face-on omea, 0t the tunm' entranee has a larCo

refoating are surrounding It, like a tunnel entrance in the fese of a

large sheer cliff, a msieable reflected presoee region would exist when

a shook wave was directed at the cliff. This reflected pressure region
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endasces the shook wave th~at is propegated in the tunnel. On the other

hend, the entrance of a thin wall pip. eould present no refleating area
and would merely confine the shook wave to p one cainsional expansion.
In nonf iguration (a) of Firire 1 there is no refleoting area so when the

shook wave is directed at the aonfigura'ion there is ju it a one dimensional

expansion of the wave after it enterm the ple. In (t., there so sow

reflecting area and henoe a partial enhanoement of the Va&V. CAe (0) to
the moot severe condition beoause it permits the most sustaining reflected

pressure regLon.

With a side-on tunnel orientation# i.e., the tunil positioned with its

axis perpendioular to the direction at blast propagation# the absence of a
,',O'leet-ng sons will limit the pressure at the entrance to the side-on or

incident shook pressure. The shock pressure in th. tunnel will be load than

the twnident applied shook.

On* as see now that the yresseur phenomena at the entranee of a tunnel

vwIJ vary with the orlentation of thi tunnel end surrounding are.

TD CO U 0"8 B=K TUN

A compreosed gas enook tube has a compression ohtwber end an expansion

chmber which are separat•d by a br•ekble disphkaa. A pressure differential

is eretted across the diaphrsp by putting an overpressure of S" in the

copesslon chamber# by evacuating the expansion chamber, or a cembin. ion

of both. A shock wave is OorrAd when the dieaphrw is ruptured sad the

releaed gas suits Into the expasion chamber. The duration of the -ho•k
wave that is generated Is a function ot the comepesson chamber longthothe

cmpWession chamber pressure, and the distance from the d•ia•pbsn to the

meseuring point (PeNft.-*.e 1). When the compression haber area Is mob
larger then the expension chamber aream geater shock pr•ss•res are devloped
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in the oxpeaslon chamber for a given ohmmber preseure. rn Figure 2, the

pressure relationships are plotted for both the elaple shook tube ard the

tub3 with an ares char4e %t the di&phreW (Referenoee 2, 3, & 4).

SIOCX TM AMU=OG

Consider nov the face-on twunel with a large reflection region _!ur-

rounding the tunnel entrene: the eituatlin at ehock Lapingement tine to

anaLlogous to the ehoks tube with an seis dLseontimulty at the diasphrag.

The analogy i shoam in Figure where the stagnated, reflected pressure

region F5 Is equated to tho eampression ohember Pressure Pe and the 5.shraup

4a a soe breaking time. For ease (a) the driver, or reflected pressure,

P it a result of the reflection of P2 end hems the now shook P' can be

-';1-ted to PF. This theoretical relationsip exepressed in terms of pressure

ratios is ehown is rigAre along with v me data yoints from IRL expertaents.

The relationship plotte. considers the temperature of the gs in the con-

pession chmaber to be the same temperature as that in the re•iec•aw -hook

The dat& point@ We"e obtained by ,tteeiag btind flMaes to the L
ahwocktube end prodaoLag shots against the flanges. The tvarvIs with pteso

Mol attoahed to the vlas ve~r attached to the flamgs. One set of data

was obtained on the 211 diameter tube Aith a 10 pipe iii the fl=Vg serving
sa the tuannl. The ratio of areae is quitAe lrge for this case. Other sets
of data were obtained on the I x 15" tube with 1" and 2" diameter pipe.

Note that two d"A points awe noticeable below the curve. TbTese points wr,.

obtained near the e*tra•ee In a region where the tramitted e;wk was rnot

fully developed. In general the data fit the emm and substantiate the
anaslogl.

Frm this plot one can *ee that the shook wave that io tranmitted down

the tuael is stronger tha the ineident vev. Fr insteaow, an incident

shook otran•th of 7 produces a now shoek strength of 10.2. At am atmsph•ri•o

pressure of l.T7 pes this to an overpressure iner•ase from 88 1o " 15. A
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reflectLUg wall o: door in th4 twinel will receive 735 psi an upposed to

425 psi. An extrapolatir.i of these data to a P21 of 15 incident at the

tunnol yields a P21' of 22.2. At ai atmospherio pressure of 14.7 this in
a pressure increase rrom 206 to )12 pai.

OHOCK F(WATNI

It is obvious that some rormation time is required to build the shook

wave from the P.2 value to P 2. This time is a function of the tunnel diameter,

the shook pressure, and the area of the reflecting surface. In the preceding

disoumeion tVi area wa vi si..iJ.erod to be very largoe an "infinite" baffle,

hence the new shock wtv. generated was the maxmium possible for the given value

of incident pressure. baffles that arr lees than ".ifftetively infinite" wil1

produce P2 values less than the maxLmm. shown in the Figure 4.

"'WI, vsjry large batrles, the thiekneis of the reflected pressure region

it sufficient to ebtabIlsh steady flow in the orifice. On* can beu than that

the time required for a layer of reflected pressure suffioiently th!-A to pro-

vido steady flow, must be inherently related to the orifice diameter,

Fros Pigure 5 we nan see that initially the pressure in the twuael to

that of the applied pressuroe hence Wages positioned close to the uritife will

not measure the fully developed shook pressure. Those close t". the orifice

positions also show a complex wave form that comprises both the inaident wave

and same part or the higher pressures fram the reflection none. The distance

required for these two pressures to coaleose and for. the maximum shootk is

considered the formation distance. This distance is generally expressed in

tunnel diameters and based an the ML 4ita to date, it will be between 5 and
20 tunnel diameters.

One can see now that itr the baffle diameter it not large enou•h to sus-

tain the reflected pressure until the :'w shook wave it fully developedi the

fc.matLon distance will be shurter and the maxia•um possible shook as pre-

dicted trom Figure 4 will riot b" obtained.



Figure 6 is a plot ot maximum pressure as a function of pipe diameter

tor two shock strengths. The sketch on the tigure rciows tho physical. arrange-

sent of the experiment. The pressure ratibs at 0 diameter@ are that of the

inacident applied pressures and not the reflected pressures on the battlo,
and the maximum pressures as predicted from Figure 14 are shown by the dashed
lines. The discrete location of the gages present the possibility of missing
the precis, pressure waximu.

TIN I=2-0 TIUW.

When a shook waye approaches a tunnel so that the tunnel axis is 90
dapses to the direction of propagtion of the applied shock, the shook in
the tunnel (tranmitted shook) is less than the incident applied shook. The

driving pressure here for the new A.ipck wae" is approximately the Incident,

pressure of the applied wave, but the gee is not st.In jit. is nvlUg
across the grunda with a velocitt' equal to the partiale veloity cf the applied

shoek. It is alsoa&hotPas. If we onsiderthis p~se vlity tobe seor
oane &amagin revert to the shock tube oaleogy. The validityL Of mathmmatioall

bringing the SU veloeity to nero without Applying.a cpreoattcn aestor io
OMe to question. Intuitively one feels that besause of the gas "Jel,-,t, the
tranmentted pressure will be less, and that a earroetian faster would aijuat
the result, in that direetion.

Figure 7 shave data obtained from tunnels mounted aide-on to the shoek
tube and the theosetical relationship for a large area compresson eheber.
Alain the gas in the vo.JAd-be oanpresson ehomber has been eorreated tt the
temperature of the shook wae" P2l

In Figue 8 the fase-on and side-on crif' ations are cezsre aso tA~t
one my observe t'. differenee in maximus p. .aours as a result of the orion-i
tation. The advantage gained by the side-o aiorintation io obvitues.

TWA0ML 1I-0M TO A T~UNNE

Another consideration with the side-on tunnel is the tunjiel that io
side-on to mother tunnel. Nere the Initial shok waye s to enfined to a
tunnel which has the Gis are as the joining tunnel. It is felt that beesuse
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of the restrioted air supply tae co.ndit~ions more nearly resembles the bitple
shock tube configuration. Data from eucperimento conducted with this configu-
ration are plotted in Figure 9 with the relationship for a simple shook tube.

C0J5RtMUAION ANALYSIS

The three theoreti-al curves which have been presented can be applied
to three types of entrance conditions. Figure .10 sh'vo a tunnel esytm a nd
the three curves plotted in terma of pressure rather than pressure ratio. The
lengths of the tuannla will he sufficient to permit the maximum shook to
develop and we will assume no attenuatio~n due to tunnel wall rmghiehs or the
one dimensional expansion.

For 2 very large bomb burst dlr"-t' y over Tunnel A, where the pressure at
the entrance before reflecticn from the worund is 100 psi, the pr~seure developed
in Tunnel A will be~ 160 psi.. This shock moving acrose the entrance to S tunnel
propagates a new shoek of 75 psi into the tunnel. Curve 8 is used here because
Tunnel A iosmuch larger than Tunnel 3. In Tunnel C the pressure as road from
Curve C, the relati.mnship fro a 1 to I shook tube, is.25 psi.

In an analysis such as this, one mist bear in mind that tunnele are nulk
infinittely long and that there will be ?etlections and rarefactions in the
systac. For chort tunnels, reflection from blind endc will te greater than
the pressure show henr" asmaima pressures. I n very long tunnels the shook
wav attenuation may be sipi~ficant, so that the starting pressure ir. secondary
tunnels will not be %bose described in Figure 10. Experiments preae-t'y i::
process at UL are designed to yield information an this attenuation history
of the blast waves.

It is believed t4..t I.nformations presented will be of value to persons
concerned with the protective cunstr otion problm.
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